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a b s t r a c t
The blowﬂy visual system is a well-suited model to investigate the functional consequences of adapta-
tion. Similar to cortical motion-sensitive neurons, ﬂy tangential cells are directional selective and adapt
during prolonged stimulation. Here we demonstrate in a tangential cell large changes in directionality
after adaptation with motion in one direction. Surprisingly, depending on stimulation parameters, sensi-
tivity for motion in the adapted direction relative to the unadapted direction can be either enhanced or
attenuated. A simple model reproduces our results. It only incorporates previously identiﬁed changes in
contrast sensitivity with motion adaptation. Thus, novel forms of motion adaptation seem unnecessary.
 2008 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Neuronal adaptation to prolonged sensory stimulation is often
accompanied by reduced responsemagnitudes to subsequently pre-
sented stimuli. This phenomenon is commonly thought to adjust a
neuron’s operating range to the prevailing sensory input by chang-
ing the responsiveness of the system (for review see Clifford &
Ibbotson, 2002; Ohzawa, Sclar, & Freeman, 1982). Many studies on
cortical neurons in the mammalian visual pathway revealed that
adaptation involves stimulus-speciﬁc effects, which go beyond a
simple activity-dependent reduction of neuronal responsiveness
(Dragoi, Sharma, & Sur, 2000, 2001, 2002; Hammond, Mouat, &
Smith, 1985; Perge, Borghuis, Bours, Lankheet, & van Wezel, 2005;
VanWezel & Britten, 2002). For instance, visual adaptation in orien-
tation selective cells in the primary visual cortex of cats leads to the
strongest sensitivity reduction when the test stimulus is aligned
with the orientation of the preceding adapting stimulus (Dragoi et
al., 2000). As a result, a shift of the peak of the orientation tuning
function away from the adapting orientationwas elicited. This plas-
ticity of orientation tuning has been proposed to improve the ability
to discriminate orientation differences (Dragoi, Sharma, Miller, &
Sur, 2002). However, Crowder et al. (2006) demonstrated that most
cells in the cat visual cortical areas V1 and V2 strongly adapt even to
stimuli with non-optimal orientation. Moreover, stimulus-speciﬁc
effects of adaptation donot necessarily shift the neuronal sensitivity
away from the adapting stimulus. Neurons in the macaque cortical
area MT, which are selective for the direction of motion, undergo
an adaptation-induced shift of the orientation tuning peak towards
the adapting motion direction (Kohn & Movshon, 2004).
Similar to many motion-sensitive mammalian cortical neurons,
motion sensitive tangential cells (TCs) in the ﬂy brain reduce their
response amplitudes during prolonged exposure to visual motion
(see e.g., Harris, O’Carroll, & Laughlin, 2000; Kurtz, Dürr, & Ege-
lhaaf, 2000; Maddess & Laughlin, 1985). Individual TCs are excited
most effectively by visual motion in a certain direction, their pre-
ferred direction. Motion in the opposite direction, the so-called
null-direction, causes inhibition (Borst & Haag, 2002; Egelhaaf
et al., 2002). TCs possess large receptive ﬁelds in which local pre-
ferred directions may deviate from the neurons’ overall preferred
motion direction. Each TC is endowed with a complex, neuron-spe-
ciﬁc receptive ﬁeld, which is established by retinotopic dendritic
integration of output signals from many local motion detectors
with different preferred direction and/or by inputs from other
TCs (Haag & Borst, 2004; Krapp, Hengstenberg, & Hengstenberg,
1998, 2001). Due to their receptive ﬁeld properties, TCs represent
a particularly well-suited model system to investigate whether
adaptation has a more speciﬁc effect than a pure reduction of over-
all response magnitudes and, in particular, whether directional
sensitivity in TCs is modiﬁed by motion adaptation.
Here we focus on the V1-cell (Hausen, 1976; Krapp, Hengsten-
berg, & Egelhaaf, 2001), a particular type of TC, to investigate
whether motion adaptation changes directional sensitivity. The
V1-cell is individually identiﬁable and predominately sensitive to
vertical downward motion. We ﬁnd strong changes in directional
sensitivity after motion adaptation in the V1-cell. Response
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attenuation can be stronger either for test stimuli moving in the
same direction as the adapting stimulus or for test stimuli moving
in a different direction. Unlike cortical neurons both types of
changes can be elicited in a single neuron, depending on the
parameters of the adaptation protocol. Surprisingly, both types of
changes can be largely explained by a simple model incorporating
previously described adaptation components that reduce sensiti-
vity to subsequently presented motion in any direction (Harris et
al., 2000).
2. Materials and methods
2.1. Animal preparation and electrophysiology
We collected data from 17 female blowﬂies (Calliphora vicina), aged 2–4 days
and bred in our laboratory culture. The animals were dissected as outlined previ-
ously (Karmeier, Krapp, & Egelhaaf, 2003). The orientation of the ﬂy’s head was
aligned with the set-up by adjusting it according to the symmetrical deep pseudop-
upil in the frontal region of both eyes (Franceschini, 1975). Spike activity of the V1-
cell was recorded extracellularly in its output region in the left brain hemisphere at
temperatures ranging from 20 to 25 C. The V1-cell is unambiguously identiﬁable
by its sensitivity to downward motion in the visual ﬁeld contralateral to its output
region (see Fig. 1a). We used glass electrodes (GC150TF-10, Clarc Electromedical,
Edenbridge, UK, electrode resistances 4–8 MX when ﬁlled with 1 M KCl) pulled
on a GMZ-Universal puller (Zeitz, Augsburg, Germany). Spikes were detected by a
threshold operation, and resulting pulses sampled at 5 kHz and analog–digital con-
verted (DT 3001, Data Translation, Marlboro, MA, USA).
2.2. Experimental design
We used moving square-wave gratings (24/s, spatial wavelength: 12), gener-
ated by a PC-controlled image synthesizer (Picasso, Innisfree, Cambridge, MA, USA),
and displayed on a cathode ray tube (Tektronix 608, Wilsonville, OR, USA) at a
frame rate of 183 Hz. The monitor was centered at an azimuth/elevation of 55
and 26 with 0 corresponding to the frontal midline of the animal (see Fig. 1a).
It covered 90  110 (horizontal  vertical extent). A motion adaptation protocol
(see Fig. 2) consisted of a 1 s reference (r) stimulus, followed by 8 s of adapting
(a) motion and 1 s of test (t) motion. We either adapted the V1-neuron to horizontal
back-to-front (h) or to vertical downward (v) motion. For both conditions, the im-
pact of adaptation on vertical and horizontal motion responses was tested. Our
set of adaptation protocols thus included four combinations of adapting and refer-
ence/test stimuli: rh-ah-th; rv-ah-tv; rh-av-th; rv-av-tv. Between presentation of
test and adapting stimuli as well as between adapting and reference stimuli the
monitor was homogeneously illuminated at mean luminance (15.6 cd/m2) for
100 ms. In a ﬁrst series of experiments, all test and reference stimuli had a lumi-
nance contrast of 0.20. The adapting stimuli had a contrast of 0.53. In a second,
modiﬁed protocol the contrast of the horizontal test and reference stimuli was
raised to 0.53, whereas the contrast of the vertical stimuli was reduced to 0.06.
We monitored the spike activities of 9 V1-cells using the ﬁrst stimulus condition
and another set of 8 V1-cells with the modiﬁed stimulus protocol.
The different adaptation protocols were presented in pseudo-random order.
Each presentation was interleaved with 15 s of mean luminance in order to allow
complete recovery from adaptation.
2.3. Adaptation model
In ﬂy TCs, adaptation to sustained motion causes strong reduction in neuronal
contrast sensitivity. In graded-potential TCs sensitive to horizontal motion (HS-
neurons) of Eristalis tenax basically three components were identiﬁed to contribute
to this decreased sensitivity (Harris et al., 2000) (see Fig. 1B): a rightward shift of
the contrast–response function (1), a compression of the output range of the neuron
(2), and a subtractive shift of the contrast–response function (3). The subtractive
shift is induced by an excitation-dependent after-hyperpolarization of the mem-
brane potential of TCs and is thus elicited mainly by preferred direction motion,
whereas the rightward shift of the contrast–response function is induced by motion
in any direction. The output range compression is elicited by motion in either pre-
ferred or null-direction, but not by motion in a direction orthogonal to the pre-
ferred-null-axis (cf. Harris et al., 2000, their Figs. 2 and 5). All these adaptation
components are supposed to be reﬂected in the responses of the neuron to subse-
quently presented motion independent of its direction. Note that even the subtrac-
tive shift, although it is elicited primarily by preferred direction motion, would
equally affect responses to subsequent stimuli in any motion direction.
Based on the three adaptation components, we built a simple adaptation model
to test in a phenomenological way whether changes in contrast sensitivity affect
the relative sensitivity of the V1-cell to different motion directions. We ﬁtted the
mean contrast–response functions obtained from the responses of unadapted and
adapted TCs (see Fig. 1B) shown in Harris et al. (2000) by sigmoid curves using
the equation:
RðcÞ ¼ ðRmax  cnÞ=ðcn þ Cn50Þ  s:
R(c) is the relative response amplitude at contrast c, s is the subtractive shift of the
adapted curve, n is the exponent that determines the steepness of the curve and Rmax
is the maximum response level. We ﬁtted the curves by using a least square algo-
rithm. The unadapted contrast–response curve was best described by a sigmoid
function with nunadapted = 2.19 and C50 unadapted = 0.12. Since the unadapted curve
was ﬁtted to normalized values, Rmax was set to 1 and s to zero. The ﬁt to the adapted
curve yielded nadapted = 3.50, C50adapted = 0.28, sadapted = 0.10 and Rmax adapted = 0.68.
Based on this simple adaptation model the responses in the adapted state were
estimated by the following procedure: (1) for the speciﬁc contrast value c used in
the experiment the response reduction coefﬁcient (rrc) was calculated from the
relation rrc = Runadapted(c)/(Radapted (c) + s). (Note that Radapted (c) + s represents the
adapted curve corrected by the subtractive shift, as depicted in dark gray in Fig.
1B.) The mean responses induced by the reference stimuli in each motion direction
were multiplied with rrc. This procedure accounts for the effects of the ﬁrst two
adaptation components, i.e., the rightward shift and the compression of the re-
sponse function. (2) The subtractive shift was handled in a different way, because
it is assumed to depend on excitation (i.e., depolarization) of the neuron: we deter-
mined the mean response during the entire vertical and horizontal adapting period,
respectively and multiplied this response with sadapted. The values obtained by this
procedure were subtracted from the results of step (1) to predict the horizontally or
vertically adapted responses, respectively. We calculated the predictions individu-
ally for each recorded V1-cell and used the predicted adaptation-induced changes
in directional sensitivities as a reference to our experimentally observed changes
in directional sensitivities. To verify the robustness of the modeled effects of re-
sponse reduction on the change in directional sensitivities, we varied the rcc value
and the subtractive shift (sadapted) by taking the values obtained from the ﬁt, but
also half these values and twice these values.
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Fig. 1. (A) Reproduction of receptive ﬁeld proﬁle of the V1-cell determined by the
analysis of local visual motion sensitivities by Karmeier et al. (2003). Each arrow
indicates the preferred direction of motion at a particular position within the visual
ﬁeld of the ﬂy. Arrow lengths show the normalized response magnitudes to local
motion in the direction indicated by each individual arrow. Positive azimuth values
correspond to the side where V1’s output arborization is located (ﬁgure taken and
modiﬁed from Karmeier et al. (2003)). The shaded area indicates the visual region
that was covered by our visual motion stimulus. (B) Illustration of the components
underlying the adaptation-induced reduction in contrast sensitivity reported by
Harris et al. (2000). The reduced contrast sensitivity can mainly be attributed to a
rightward shift of adapted contrast–response functions towards higher contrasts
(1), a compression of the output range (2), and a subtractive (downwards) shift (3).
Dashed curves show the corresponding sigmoid curves obtained from ﬁtting the
contrast–response values with the equation described in Section 2. The dark gray
curve corresponds to the adapted curve corrected for by the subtractive shift. Data
values taken from Harris et al. (2000).
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2.4. Calculations of directional sensitivities
Fig. 2 exempliﬁes our strategy of characterizing directional sensitivities. Mean
spike frequencies were averaged over the 1-s period during the presentation of ref-
erence and test stimuli. For each adaptation protocol and each V1-cell the average
response was obtained from 10 trials.
We calculated the directional sensitivity of a V1-neuron as the ratio between
the response magnitudes during vertical and horizontal motion, respectively. The
directional sensitivity of the V1-cell can be expressed as a vector (‘directionality
vector’): its vertical and horizontal component corresponds to the vertical and hor-
izontal motion responses, respectively. Thus, the direction of the vector reﬂects the
directional sensitivity and its length the geometrical mean of the responses to ver-
tical and horizontal motion. Directionality vectors were determined for unadapted
as well as horizontally and vertically adapted states. All responses were normalized
to the response to vertical motion in the unadapted state, because this stimulus
condition led to largest responses. A positive change of the angle of the directional-
ity vector corresponds to an increase in the relative sensitivity to vertical motion.
Accordingly, decreased relative sensitivity to vertical motion reﬂects a negative
change of the directionality vector’s angle.
In order to test the signiﬁcance of the adaptation-induced changes in the angles
of the directionality vectors, we applied a two-sided sign test to our data. This test is
usually applied to linear data, but not to angular data. The latter would normally
require circular statistics. However, since in the most extreme case only half of
the circle is covered by the experimentally determined angles (which is only theo-
retically the case if a neuron exclusively responds to either vertical or horizontal
motion), application of the sign test is valid. This is due to the fact that in our case
the projection of the angles on a linear scale would yield different numerical values
but identical rank values. Only the latter are relevant in a sign test.
3. Results
The V1-cell combines the motion signals from four identiﬁed
motion-sensitive Vertical System (VS) cells (Kurtz, Warzecha, &
Egelhaaf, 2001; Kalb, Egelhaaf, & Kurtz, 2006; Warzecha, Kurtz, &
Egelhaaf, 2003). These presynaptic VS-cells differ within their large
receptive ﬁelds in the sensitivity to the direction of local motion:
whereas all presynaptic VS-cells are predominantly sensitive to
vertical downward motion, the presynaptic VS1-cell is additionally
sensitive to horizontal back-to-front motion in a speciﬁc region of
its receptive ﬁeld (Krapp et al., 1998; for simpliﬁcation in the fol-
lowing text the term ‘vertical’ is used for ‘vertical downward’ and
‘horizontal’ is used for ‘horizontal back-to-front’). As a conse-
quence, the V1-cell is sensitive to vertical motion in large parts
of the visual space and to horizontal motion in another, smaller
part (for comparison see the receptive ﬁelds of VS-cells in Krapp
et al. (1998) and that of the V1-cell illustrated in Fig. 1A as modi-
ﬁed from Karmeier et al. (2003)). This receptive ﬁeld organization
and its suitability for long-term recordings makes the V1-cell an
ideal candidate to analyze whether motion adaptation alters the
directional sensitivity: if for instance adapting motion in one direc-
tion affected the response to subsequent motion in the same direc-
tion more than to motion in other directions, the directional
sensitivity of the V1-cell would change. We tested this hypothesis
by comparing the directional sensitivity of the V1-cell before and
after either vertical or horizontal motion adaptation.
Fig. 2 outlines our experimental procedure on the basis of rep-
resentative sample recording. Fig. 2A shows the mean spike rates
of the V1-cell to adaptation either by horizontal or by vertical
motion of a high-contrast grating. Whereas the V1-cell was
strongly excited by vertical motion during the reference, adapta-
tion and test phase, its responses were weaker during horizontal
motion stimulation. Fig. 2B shows as vectors the directional sen-
sitivity of the V1-cell before and after horizontal and vertical
adaptation. These vectors are deﬁned by the ratio of the response
magnitudes to vertical and horizontal motion (‘directionality vec-
tor’, see Section 2). Shortening of the adapted vector length indi-
cates how much the response is reduced as a consequence of
motion adaptation. The length of the directionality vectors ob-
tained from spike responses decreased after both horizontal (see
Fig. 2B, dashed black vector) and vertical (solid black vector)
motion adaptation. Hence, adaptation strongly attenuated the re-
sponse of the V1-cell to subsequent test motion irrespective of
the response amplitudes during motion adaptation (cf. Fig. 2A left
and right).
However, not only the lengths of the adapted directionality vec-
tors change, but also their directions. A change of the vector direc-
tion reﬂects the adaptation-induced change of directional
sensitivity. For example, if motion adaptation attenuated the sen-
sitivity of the V1-cell for the adapted direction more than that
for the unadapted direction, the adapted directionality vector is
predicted to shift away from the adapting motion direction. Our
data, however, did not meet this most obvious prediction. After
av = vertical motion adaptation
ah = horizontal motion adaptation
rh/th = horizontal reference/test motion stimulus
rv/tv = vertical reference/test motion stimulus
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Fig. 2. Neuronal responses of a representative V1-cell to horizontal and vertical motion in the unadapted and in the adapted state. (A) Average spike rates (n = 10 traces)
during reference and test motion periods before and after either vertical (left) or horizontal (right) motion adaptation. The contrast during reference and test motion periods
was 0.20, whereas the contrast during the adaptation periods was 0.53. (B) Directional sensitivities of the example neuron in the unadapted and in the differently adapted
states. Directionality vectors express the ratio between normalized horizontal and vertical motion-induced average response amplitudes. The unadapted response to vertical
motion was set to one. Note the different scaling of the x- and y-axis. Unity is indicated by the thin black line: vectors falling on this line indicate equally strong responses to
vertical and horizontal motion. Experimentally observed directionality vectors (solid lines) and directionality vectors predicted by the adaptation model (dashed lines, see
Section 2 for details) are shown. The directionality shifted towards vertical motion sensitivity regardless of the adapting motion direction. (C) Quantiﬁcation of experime-
ntally determined shifts in directionality obtained from the responses of 9 V1-cells after vertical and horizontal motion adaptation. The plotted values are the angles enclosed
by corresponding unadapted and adapted directionality vectors (see insets). Positive angles indicate shifts towards vertical motion sensitivity, whereas negative values
indicate shifts towards horizontal motion sensitivity. Irrespective of the adapting motion direction, the analyzed V1-cells became more sensitive to vertical motion. Box–
Whisker plots show the distribution of the shifts in directional sensitivity: the horizontal lines of the boxes indicate the lower quartile, median and upper quartile values.
Whiskers show the extent of the rest of the data. Notches provide an estimate of the uncertainty about the means for box-to-box comparisons: the medians are signiﬁcantly
different (p < .05) if the corresponding notches do not overlap.
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both vertical and horizontal motion adaptation, the directionality
vector shifts toward vertical motion, indicating that the relative
sensitivity of the cell for vertical motion is increased regardless
of the direction of the adapting motion. Hence, the relative increase
in the sensitivity for vertical motion after vertical motion adapta-
tion clearly contradicts the expectation that adaptation would
attenuate the responsiveness of the V1-cell in the adapted direc-
tion more than in other motion directions.
Basically the same results were obtained with 8 further V1-cells
(see Table 1). Although there is a large variability in experimentally
determined changes in individual directionality vectors, their med-
ian is clearly shifted towards a relative increase in sensitivity for
vertical motion, irrespective of the adapting motion direction
(see Fig. 2C). The variability of measured directional sensitivities
of individual V1-cells is most likely the consequence of varying
strengths of motion adaptation. The change in directionality was
signiﬁcant after both vertical and horizontal motion adaptation
(two-sided sign test, p < .05).
As a consequence of the directional sensitivity of the V1-cell,
the overall strengths of responses to vertical and to horizontal mo-
tion differed dramatically in our ﬁrst series of experiments (see
Fig. 2A and B and Table 1). To make the magnitude of unadapted
vertical and horizontal motion responses more equal we raised
the contrast of horizontal reference and test stimuli above that of
the corresponding vertical motion stimuli. Fig. 3A illustrates the
experimentally determined adaptation-induced changes in the
directional sensitivity of a sample V1-cell. Now the horizontal-to-
vertical response ratio was much larger than with the ﬁrst proto-
col. However, vertical motion adaptation now led to a relative in-
crease in the sensitivity for horizontal motion (solid black line),
whereas horizontal motion adaptation left the response ratio of
the two tested motion directions unchanged (solid gray line). We
repeated the same analysis described above on 7 further V1-cells.
With this stimulation protocol the response to test stimuli moving
in horizontal direction had about half the magnitude of the re-
sponse to vertical test motion (see Table 1). Horizontal-to-vertical
response ratios closer to one could be obtained by lowering the
contrast of the vertical stimulus even more. Such low contrast,
however, led to very low spike rates in the adapted state, rendering
quantitative analysis too unreliable.
Fig. 3B illustrates the measured changes in the directionality
vectors of all V1-cells that were analyzed with the second adapta-
tion protocol: both vertical and horizontal motion adaptation now
induced a relatively stronger horizontal responsiveness in all cells,
which is expressed in negative median values. The change in direc-
tionality was signiﬁcant both after vertical and after horizontal
motion adaptation (two-sided sign test, p < .05). Similar to the re-
sults obtained with the ﬁrst stimulation protocol, motion adapta-
tion strongly affects the directional sensitivity of adapted cells
independent of the adapting motion direction. However, with the
second protocol the change in the directionality vector was in
the opposite direction than with the ﬁrst protocol (cf. Fig. 2C with
Fig. 3B). Thus, it depends largely on the stimulus conditions
whether adaptation leads to a relative increase in sensitivity for
vertical or for horizontal motion.
How can the observed adaptation-induced changes in direc-
tional sensitivity be explained? Harris et al. (2000) identiﬁed
three prominent components (termed here for simplicity ‘Harris
components’) of adaptation in a TC of the hoverﬂy Eristalis tenax.
These adaptation components do not represent directionality-
changing adaptation in a strict sense, because they affect re-
sponses to subsequent motion independent of its direction. To
pinpoint putative interactions between direction and contrast
adaptation we used a simple model based on the changes in con-
trast sensitivity with motion adaptation of HS-neurons in Eristalis
(Harris et al., 2000; see Section 2). Although the V1-neuron tested
in the present study has many common properties with the HS-
cells tested by Harris et al. (2000), these neurons differ in several
aspects from each other: ﬁrst, the HS-cells respond best to hori-
zontal motion instead of vertical motion, the preferred direction
of the V1-cell. Second, the axonal response of HS-cells is, to a
large extent, a graded membrane potential change rather than
spike trains as is a characteristic of the V1-cell. Third, species dif-
ferences in neuronal properties between Eristalis and Calliphora
cannot be excluded. Because of these differences we did not ad-
just the model parameters to obtain a quantitative ﬁt of our data.
In the following, we will show that despite these differences in
properties between HS-cells and the V1-cell, the model can ac-
count for our major ﬁndings on changes in directionality induced
by motion adaptation.
The predicted effect of motion adaptation, when taking the
‘Harris components’ into account, is not only a reduction of the re-
sponse magnitude, but also a change in the relative sensitivity for
vertical and for horizontal motion of the V1-cell (see Figs. 2B and
3A, dashed lines): in our model prediction with the ﬁrst stimula-
tion protocol a strong shift of the directionality vector of the exam-
ple cell towards vertical motion sensitivity is induced by vertical
adaptation (see Fig. 2B, dashed black line) and a weak shift in the
same direction is induced by horizontal adaptation (see Fig. 2B,
dashed gray line). In contrast, an increased sensitivity for horizon-
tal motion relative to vertical motion is predicted for the neuron
stimulated according to the second protocol (see Fig. 3A, dashed
black and gray lines). In both cases, the directions of the predicted
shifts of directionality vectors are in accordance with the experi-
mentally observed shifts. This observation is corroborated by the
similarity of the adaptation-induced changes in directionality be-
tween experimental data and model predictions for the entire cell
samples analyzed with the two stimulation protocols: although
there are quantitative differences, both the experimentally mea-
sured and the predicted vectors shift towards the same direction
after both horizontal and vertical motion adaptation (cf. Fig. 2C
with Fig. 4A and Fig. 3B with Fig. 4B). Thus, our data reveal that
even without postulating a new component of adaptation that
explicitly changes direction sensitivity, the changes in contrast
sensitivity with motion adaptation can induce profound changes
in directional sensitivities.
Why do the ‘Harris components’ of motion adaptation affect
the directional sensitivity of the V1-cell although they are at
ﬁrst sight not expected to change the relationship between
Table 1
Mean spike rates (± standard deviation) during stimulation of V1-neurons with the
two adaptation protocols, which differed in the contrasts of the moving grating
patterns
Condition Ref Adapt Test
1st adaptation protocol (n = 9)
rv-av-tv rv = 196 ± 36 av = 186 ± 41 tv = 100 ± 58
rh-av-th rh = 57 ± 23 av = 189 ± 37 th = 19 ± 14
rv-ah-tv rv = 194 ± 35 ah = 34 ± 15 tv = 129 ± 39
rh-ah-th rh = 58 ± 27 ah = 35 ± 13 th = 22 ± 11
2nd adaptation protocol (n = 8)
rv-av-tv rv = 92 ± 33 av = 167 ± 43 tv = 10 ± 9
rh-av-th rh = 53 ± 23 av = 167 ± 40 th = 17 ± 11
rv-ah-tv rv = 87 ± 26 ah = 26 ± 16 tv = 22 ± 11
rh-ah-th rh = 48 ± 23 ah = 48 ± 12 th = 24 ± 11
In the ﬁrst protocol the contrast of reference and test stimuli was 0.20. In the second
protocol the contrast of reference and test stimuli was 0.06 when moving in vertical
direction, but 0.53 when moving in horizontal direction. The contrast of the
adapting stimuli was 0.53 in all cases. Mean spike frequencies were averaged over
the entire period of 1 s for reference and test stimuli and 8 s for adapting stimuli.
See Section 2 for details. Use of abbreviations as in Fig. 2.
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horizontal and vertical responsiveness (see Fig. 5)? The reason
for this effect is the subtractive nature of one of the three ‘Har-
ris components’ (see Section 2): because of its mainly down-
ward preferred direction the V1-cell responds stronger to
vertical motion than to horizontal motion. The generally weak-
er horizontal test response is relatively more affected by the
subtractive shift than the stronger vertical one, because the
same value is subtracted from the vertical and the horizontal
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Fig. 3. Effects of motion adaptation on measured directional sensitivity of 8 V1-cells using the second adaptation protocol. The contrast of horizontal reference and test
motion was higher than that of vertical motion. Data were analyzed as described in Fig. 2. (A) Directionality vectors of an example V1-cell. Line styles as in Fig. 2. (B)
Population data showing the experimentally determined directionality shifts after vertical and after horizontal motion adaptation. In general, the directionality of the V1-cell
shifted towards horizontal sensitivity in both adaptation conditions.
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response. This effect is particularly strong with the ﬁrst stimu-
lation protocol. As a consequence, the ratio between vertical
and horizontal motion sensitivity changes towards vertical mo-
tion (see Fig. 2C). The change in directional sensitivity towards
horizontal motion responsiveness observed with the second
stimulation protocol (see Fig. 3B) can, although surprising at
ﬁrst sight, also be explained when considering the components
contributing to the reduced contrast sensitivity after motion
adaptation (Harris et al., 2000; Section 2): the lateral shift in
the contrast–response function can be expected to affect the re-
sponse to the weak-contrast vertical stimulus more than the
response to the high-contrast horizontal stimulus (see Fig. 5).
Thus, the directional sensitivity will change towards an in-
creased sensitivity for horizontal motion relative to vertical
motion.
All in all, the previously described changes in contrast sensitiv-
ity with motion adaptation seem to have the potential to induce
strong changes of the directionality of ﬂy motion-sensitive neu-
rons. This unexpected ﬁnding allows us to explain experimentally
observed changes in directional sensitivity after motion adaptation
in a parsimonious way.
4. Discussion
We demonstrated that motion adaptation changes the direc-
tional sensitivity of the V1-cell, a motion-sensitive neuron in the
ﬂy brain. Surprisingly, opposite changes in directional sensitivity
can occur in one and the same neuron. Depending on stimulus
parameters responses to test stimuli moving in the same direction
as the adaptor were either attenuated or enhanced relative to the
responses to test stimuli moving orthogonally with respect to the
adapted direction.
Since we determined the direction of a shift from the mea-
surement of only two directions of motion two possible changes
in the direction tuning curves can account for the measured
shifts: ﬁrst, a sideward shift of the tuning curve and a resulting
change in the neuron’s preferred direction and, second, an up-
or downward shift of the tuning curve. The latter effect can
in principle also lead to a change in the ratio between the re-
sponses to two different motion directions without changing
the neuron’s preferred direction. Which of these two explana-
tions applies to the adaptation-induced change in directional
sensitivity in the V1-neuron can only be assessed in future
experiments by measuring responses of the V1-neuron to a lar-
ger spectrum of motion directions. Nevertheless our results
might show parallels to results obtained from different types
of cortical neurons. Here, depending on the brain area, either
relative enhancements or relative attenuations of neuronal re-
sponses to stimuli moving in the same direction as the adaptor
have been reported (Kohn & Movshon, 2004; Tolias, Keliris,
Smirnakis, & Logothetis, 2005).
4.1. Model explanation of adaptation-induced changes in the relative
sensitivity for different motion directions
Surprisingly, we could reproduce in a qualitative way the major
effects of motion adaptation on the directional sensitivity of V1-
cells with a general model of TC adaptation, which solely included
the components underlying contrast sensitivity reduction (Harris
et al., 2000). Thus, the previously described phenomena underlying
contrast sensitivity reduction in ﬂy motion adaptation bear the po-
tential to change the directional sensitivity of the V1-neuron. Sim-
ilar adaptation-induced changes of contrast–response functions
have been demonstrated in neurons in the visual cortex (Carandini
& Ferster, 1997; Crowder et al., 2006; Ohzawa et al., 1982). Conse-
quently, the possibility has to be considered that changes in direc-
tional sensitivity in these neurons also result from contrast
adaptation.
The ﬁrst set of experiments in our study (see Fig. 2) demon-
strated a strong impact of one of the previously identiﬁed mech-
anisms reducing the contrast sensitivity of adapted TCs, namely
the subtractive shift in the response function (Harris et al.,
2000). The subtractive shift is caused by an excitation-dependent
hyperpolarization and is therefore mainly elicited by preferred
direction motion. The inﬂuence of the subtractive shift on direc-
tional sensitivity, in spite of the fact that it affects test stimuli
moving in any direction, can be explained by a differential effect
on strong and weak response magnitudes: since the V1-cell is a
predominantly vertical motion sensitive element, it responds
weaker to horizontal than to vertical motion. Thus, the weaker
horizontal test responses were more affected by the subtractive
shift than the corresponding vertical responses. As a conse-
quence, the ratio of the cells’ overall motion sensitivity changed
towards vertical sensitivity irrespective of the adapting motion
direction (see Fig. 5).
In a second set of experiments, we tried to equalize the horizon-
tal and vertical motion-induced responses by reducing the contrast
of the vertical stimulus (see Fig. 3). As a consequence, motion
adaptation led to an increased horizontal motion sensitivity of
adapted V1-cells, regardless of the motion direction during the
adaptation period. Here, the directional sensitivities were mainly
inﬂuenced by the lateral shift of the contrast–response functions
of TCs with adaptation: the responses to the weak-contrast vertical
test stimulus were more affected than those to the corresponding
high-contrast horizontal motion stimulus. The stronger reduction
of vertical motion responses both after horizontal and after vertical
motion adaptation changed the response ratios towards horizontal
motion sensitivity (see Fig. 5).
The major conclusions obtained from the two sets of experi-
ments were reproduced by a simple, general model of adaptation
in TCs although this model is based on adaptation of graded-poten-
tial TCs in Eristalis tenax, a hoverﬂy species. Moreover, a correspon-
dence between the model predictions and our main experimental
ﬁndings was given despite the fact that this model was not specif-
ically ﬁtted to the adaptation properties of the V1-cell. A more spe-
ciﬁc model incorporating actual contrast–response functions of
V1-cells might lead to a quantitatively much closer ﬁt of our exper-
imental data. However, there is no reason to believe that contrast–
response functions and their adaptation differ signiﬁcantly be-
tween different ﬂy species and between different types of TCs.
First, the unadapted contrast–response function of HS-neurons is
similar in Eristalis (Harris et al., 2000) and Calliphora (Egelhaaf &
Borst, 1989). Second, experiments with Drosophila mutants in
which speciﬁc types of neurons in the lamina, a neuropile
upstream of TCs, were rendered non-functional (Rister et al.,
2007) suggest that contrast sensitivity in the motion pathway is
to a large extent shaped peripheral to TCs rather than in individual
TCs themselves. It is therefore plausible to assume that different
TCs have similar contrast sensitivity. Moreover, HS-neurons and
neurons of the Vertical System (VS), the latter of which provide in-
put to the V1-cell, have been shown to be very similar in their bio-
physical properties (Haag, Theunissen, & Borst, 1997). And ﬁnally,
signal transfer from VS-cells to the V1-cell has been shown to
operate linearly during excitatory stimulation (Kurtz et al., 2001;
Warzecha et al., 2003; Beckers, Egelhaaf, & Kurtz, 2007), which
was the only type of stimulation used in the present study. Never-
theless, it has to be considered that in contrast to graded-potential
HS- and VS-cells the response properties of the V1-cell are affected
by the spike threshold non-linearity. A spike threshold might limit
the inﬂuence of the adaptation-induced subtractive shift in the
contrast–response function when the responses are small. Thus,
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with our model we might have overestimated the inﬂuence of the
subtractive shift on the directional sensitivity of the V1-neuron.
We therefore did not expect this simple model to reproduce our
experimental data in a quantitative way. However, as a purely phe-
nomenological model it allowed us to highlight general principles
of how the adaptation-induced changes in directional sensitivity of
the V1-neuron, which seem counterintuitive at ﬁrst sight, can be
explained in a parsimonious way. In this sense our model was suc-
cessful, because principal experimental ﬁndings were reproduced
without the need to introduce new adaptation components.
4.2. Relation to previous studies on motion adaptation in ﬂy TCs
At ﬁrst sight our results seem to be in contrast to those of
Neri and Laughlin (2005), who also tested directional tuning of
the V1-cell before and after adaptation with vertical motion. In
their study signiﬁcant changes in directional gain (i.e., in the
modulation depth of the direction tuning curve), but no promi-
nent changes in the peak location of directional tuning curves
were found. The seemingly conﬂicting results can be reconciled
in the following way: Neri and Laughlin (2005) observed a de-
crease in directional gain after local adaptation within a small
circular region located centrally within the large receptive ﬁeld
of the V1-cell. This gain reduction would express itself as a rel-
ative enhancement of the responses to horizontal motion relative
to vertical motion, as we found with our second experimental
protocol irrespective of the direction of adapting motion. How-
ever, a more speciﬁc comparison of our results with those of
Neri and Laughlin (2005) is difﬁcult, because horizontally mov-
ing adaptors were not tested in the latter study and because
stimulus area and contrast differ considerably between the two
studies. In a recent study, Neri (2007) demonstrated that the
directional tuning of the V1-cell shifts away from the adapting
direction, again using stimulation within small patches. This ef-
fect was a fast-scale adaptive effect, building up after only
220 ms of stimulation. Although this effect is likely to contribute
to the long-term effects demonstrated in our study, we did not
isolate it with our protocol, using adapting stimuli of several sec-
onds duration and quantifying responses within time windows
of one second.
4.3. Functional signiﬁcance of adaptation-induced changes in
directional sensitivity
We have shown that the history of previous motion stimuli
can inﬂuence the directional sensitivity of the V1-cell. In princi-
ple, directionality-changing adaptation might help motion-sensi-
tive neurons to selectively decrease their sensitivity to ongoing
motion in one direction, but at the same time to remain sensi-
tive to motion in other directions. This ability could allow a mo-
tion-sensitive neuron to detect disturbances within temporally
continuous optic ﬂow patterns, as might be elicited by a sudden
change in ﬂight trajectory or by the approach of objects in the
environment. The V1-neuron has indeed been found to code cer-
tain stimulus properties with a remarkable robustness against
superposition with other stimuli (Karmeier et al., 2003). Simi-
larly, Dragoi et al. (2002) suggested that the adaptation-induced
shifts of preferred orientation away from the adapting orienta-
tion found in orientation selective neurons in the primary visual
cortex might help these neurons to enhance their ability to dis-
criminate different pattern orientations. Fast-scale adaptation of
direction tuning similar to that found in the V1-cell (Neri,
2007) has been interpreted to enhance the sensitivity for sudden
changes in motion direction in area MT neurons of monkeys, be-
cause their responsiveness to preferred direction motion was en-
hanced immediately after presentation of motion in non-
preferred direction (Perge et al., 2005).
Our data clearly demonstrate that the overall effect of motion
adaptation on the directional sensitivity of the V1-cell can be oppo-
site to a relative enhancement of responses to stimuli moving in
directions other than the adaptor: in the V1-cell the relative direc-
tional sensitivity changed in the same way, irrespective of the mo-
tion direction during adaptation. It is unclear whether in the V1-
cell a functional beneﬁt results from adaptation with respect to
the plasticity of directional tuning.
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